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It’s A Brand Owner’s Nightmare…
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In March 2018, an initial coin offering, or “ICO,” is launched for a
new cryptocurrency called:

“Alibabacoin”
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… and It Happened to Alibaba



Website of “Alibabacoin Foundation”
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Logos for “Alibabacoin”
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Wallet for “Alibabacoins”
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White Paper for “Alibabacoins”
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Social Media Posts Prior to ICO
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§ Alibabacoin Foundation LLC – An LLC organized under the laws of Belarus,
with an address in Minsk. “Alibabacoin Foundation” also registered as a
non-profit in the United Arab Emirates.

§ Alibabacoin General Trading FZE – a general trading company licensed in
the United Arab Emirates.

§ ABBC Block Chain IT Solutions LLC – a software development company
licensed in the United Arab Emirates.

§ Jason Daniel Paul Philip – CEO of Alibabacoin Foundation, a Malaysian
national residing in Dubai.

§ Hasan Abbas – CTO of Alibabacoin Foundation, residing in Rawalpindi,
Pakistan.
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Parties Behind the ICO



Office in Minsk, Belarus
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Office In Minsk, Belarus
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Lease For Office In Minsk, Belarus
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A Few Months Later…
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A Few Months Later…
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A Few Months Later…
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Alibaba Group Holding Limited filed suit in the
Southern District of New York (Alibaba Group
Holding Ltd. v. ABBC Foundation et al, No. 1:18-
cv-02897) alleging that defendants had infringed
its “ALIBABA” word and image marks through
the sale and marketing of “Alibabacoins.”
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SDNY Lawsuit Filed April 2, 2018



§ Google Analytics showed that at least 1,186 visitors from New York had
visited Defendants’ websites in February-June 2018.

§ The “Alibabacoin” Wallet Website was hosted by Digital Ocean, an Internet
hosting provider in Manhattan.

§ The Wallet was made available for download through both the Apple App
Store and Google Play for Android.

§ Defendants announced plans to list “Alibabacoins” on exchanges located
in New York and elsewhere in the United States.

§ Defendants retained G Media Inc., a Brooklyn-based public relations firm,
to coordinate their PR and issue press releases on their behalf.

§ The main Alibabacoin Foundation website was hosted by Amazon Web
Services.
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Rationale for Suing in New York



§ Alibaba initially sought a TRO restraining the Defendants from
using the ALIBABA marks in connection with the sale or
marketing of good and services in the United States.

§ Judge Kimba Wood granted the requested TRO on April 2,
2018.
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TRO Granted on April 2, 2018



§ Case assigned to Judge Paul Oetken for further proceedings, including
consideration of Alibaba’s motion for a preliminary injunction.

§ Judge Oetken held a hearing on the preliminary injunction motion on April
13, 2018.

§ Judge Oetken issued his first order on the preliminary injunction motion
on April 30, 2018. Held that plaintiff had demonstrated a likelihood of
confusion, and therefore a likelihood of success on its infringement claims,
but initially declined to issue a preliminary injunction, without prejudice to
renewal upon an adequate showing of personal jurisdiction.

§ Alibaba Grp. Holding Ltd. v. Alibabacoin Found., No. 18-CV-2897
(JPO), 2018 WL 2022626 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 30, 2018).
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Further Proceedings



§ Judge Oetken noted the absence of evidence of actual sales of
“Alibabcoins” in New York. This presented novel issues of
where cryptocurrencies are sold for purposes of establishing
jurisdiction.

§ Alibaba therefore moved to conduct expedited jurisdictional
discovery, which Judge Oetken granted on May 10, 2018.

§ Documents obtained in discovery demonstrated that
defendants had made multiple sales to a New York resident.
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Jurisdictional Discovery



§ After uncovering evidence of sales in New York, Alibaba
renewed its preliminary injunction motion.

§ Finding that the sales uncovered by plaintiff were sufficient to
establish jurisdiction, Judge Oetken granted the requested
preliminary injunction on October 22, 2018.

§ Alibaba Grp. Holding Ltd. v. Alibabacoin Found., No. 18-CV-2897
(JPO), 2018 WL 5118638, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 22, 2018).
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Renewed Motion for Preliminary Injunction



§ Following entry of the preliminary injunction, the parties
reached a settlement in February 2019.

§ Public statement issued:

“Alibaba Group Holdings Ltd. (Alibaba) and ABBC Blockchain
IT Solutions LLC (ABBC) today announced that they had
reached a worldwide settlement of claims involving use of
the name ALIBABACOIN, with ABBC agreeing not to use
trademarks that include the term ALIBABA worldwide. ABBC
regrets any public confusion that may have arisen from its
former use of ALIBABACOIN.”
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Settlement 



§ TelegramMessenger Inc. v. Lantah, LLC, No. 18-CV-02811-CRB,
2018 WL 3753748 (N.D. Cal. Aug. 8, 2018).

§ Before Judge Charles E. Breyer in the Northern District of
California.

§ Two competing U.S. companies sought to use “GRAM” as the
name of their cryptocurrencies.

§ Judge Breyer found that the plaintiff had established common
law rights in the GRAM mark based on prior use in commerce,
and so granted a preliminary injunction enjoining defendant
from using the GRAM mark.
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Other Litigation Involving Trademarks and 
Cryptocurrencies



§ Do cryptocurrencies qualify as a good or a service?
§ CFTC regulates as commodities, SEC as securities.
§ One potential workaround – register trademark for services

relating to the cryptocurrency.
§ “RIPPLE” – USPTO registration no. 4528772

Currency exchange services; on-line real-time currency trading; cash
management, namely, facilitating transfers of electronic cash
equivalents; virtual currency exchange transaction services for
transferrable electronic cash equivalent units having a specified cash
value; electronic funds transfer, namely, transmission of currency via
computer terminals and electronic devices; electronic funds transfer,
namely, transmission of virtual currency and digital currency via
electronic communication networks.
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Trademarks for Cryptocurrencies?



Trademarking Cryptocurrencies?
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For (i) athletic wear; (ii) beverages; and (iii) alcoholic beverages / spirits



Trademarking Cryptocurrencies?
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